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ROADTRIP

High-Tail It to Bluegrass Country
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Dizzy from mountain air? Have
someone at Beachy’s Pharmacy
check your blood pressure.

You can’t ski at Wisp
Resort till December,
but you can skateboard
and mountain bike
through next weekend.

A vintage neon sig
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Let friendly Miss Sarah tell
your future with a palm reading.
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An historic movie house
and more than a dozen
churches line Main
Street in Frostburg.

From hickory rockers
to rag dolls, Magnolia
Rustique sells only
work handcrafted
by local artisans.

Santa dolls and
ornaments are on
display year-round
in the Knot Hole
Craft Shops’
Christmas Room.

WEST VIRGINIA

The battle
of bluegrass!

For those of us who aren’t
destined for “Iron Chef,”
there’s “Easy Recipes for
Wild Game and Fish” on
sale at the Hancock
Truck Plaza.
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The Ross General Store’s
hand-dipped cotton candy
ice cream is sweet.

WHY: Country crafts, pastoral paths and blisterin’ bluegrass.
HOW FAR: About 175 miles or three hours

from Rockville.
he bluegrass boom of the past decade means that it has become ever
easier to see and hear the genre’s
biggest stars — even in cities and
suburbs. But there’s still nothing
quite like a trip deep into the country to experience bluegrass at its rootsy, down-home best
and hear performers fiddle and pluck with wild
abandon.
That’s what two dozen musicians from
Maryland and several nearby states will do at
the Official Maryland State Banjo, Fiddle and
Mandolin Championships on Friday and Saturday, where pickers and bow-scrapers will compete for cash as they each speed through two
songs in five minutes.
You want authentic? The panel of judges
doesn’t allow any “gimmicks or electrical
equipment,” which they say “overrate a contestant’s ability to perform.” Each competition is
divvied up by age group (peewee, youth, junior
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lives up to its name, since its wares range from
bird houses to antique bottles from Moxie
Original Root Beer. If you need to stretch your
legs, pull off at Big Pool, where the Western
Maryland Rail Trail snakes through 20 miles of
all-encompassing wilderness.
Get yourself a bucolic bellyful at Little
Sandy’s Restaurant at the Hancock Truck Plaza, which is far classier than your average
truck-stop eatery. Here, you can indulge in real
meat ’n’ potatoes fare, like the 12-ounce T-bone
steak and an order of potato wedges. The 24hour restaurant also serves up country-style
breakfasts ’round the clock and boasts friendly
waitresses who call their customers “hon” — a
sublime salutation whether you’re from bluegrass country or a city slicker. — Tony Sclafani
The Official Maryland State Banjo, Fiddle and Mandolin
Championships, Southern High School, Gymnasium,
345 Oakland Dr., Oakland, Md., 301-334-6255,
www.garrettdovecenter.org. Friday at 8 p.m.
(banjo competition); Saturday at 7 p.m. (fiddle and
mandolin contests). $12-$15, younger than 12 free.
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and senior), so you get to hear child prodigies
like Stormy Keating, 10, who placed first in
last year’s peewee fiddler’s contest. And keep
an ear out for regular competitor Jack Crites,
61, 2004’s senior first-place mandolin winner.
Friday’s bill will include a 7 p.m. musical
performance by actor-turned-musician Ben
Jones, who played Cooter on the old “Dukes of
Hazzard” TV series. Accompanying Jones will
be the General Lee — not the historical figure
but the (somewhat) historical car showcased
in the “Dukes” TV show and movie. An Americana-style meal will be served (hot dog-chipsbrownie-and-beverage combos for $5). That
and the $15 admission benefit the Dove Center, which helps victims of domestic violence
and sexual assault.
This expedition into Maryland’s mountain
country starts at Joe’s Record Paradise, a
homegrown store with stock that answers the
musical question: “Oh, brother, where art bluegrass?” At Joe’s you can nab hard-to-come-by
CDs by the likes of Riders in the Sky and Hobart Smith. Purists can thumb through Joe’s
old vinyl albums, which include titles by Jimmy Martin and the Sunny Mountain Boys as
well as the Hotmud Family.
Venture up I-70 into Myersville, and you
come across the Ross General Store, which
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Beads & Crystals
offers classes on
bracelet-making
and the “healing
powers of crystals.”
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WHERE: Oakland, Md.
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Ripe pumpkins beckon this
time of year at picturesque
Summers’ Farm.
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Road Trip maps are available online at www.
washingtonpost.com/roadtrip, as are addresses and
hours of operation (be sure to check before you
go). Have an idea for a trip? E-mail roadtrip@
washpost.com.
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BASIC STORY

American Hostage
By Micah Garen and
Marie-Helene Carleton
Simon & Schuster
$25

Photojournalist Garen and
his partner — and fiancee —
Carleton take turns telling
the story of his headlinegrabbing abduction and
her successful campaign
for his release.

Waterloo: A Novel
By Karen Olsson
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
$24

Ragtag reporter Nick Lasseter
makes a series of quixotic last
stands for the soul of Austin when its unique
brand of slacker charm comes under siege from
suburban sprawl.

“He had courted failure and not even
accomplished that. Lacking the guts
to really hit bottom, he trailed slowly along
through the murk like a squid or a shrimp.”
— Nick reflects on the sorry state of
his life to date

The Grammy-winning R&B princess
reconfigures some of her hits for a
first-ever acoustic collection, a companion
to her MTV special.

“Some people want diamond rings / Some
just want everything / But everything
means nothing / If I ain’t got you”
— “If I Ain’t Got You”

‹

The Quitter
By Harvey Pekar
and Dean Haspiel
Vertigo
$19.99

Known for his autobiographical underground
comics that inspired the film “American
Splendor,” Pekar revisits a youth fraught with
fights and insecurity.

Kicking & Screaming
Rated PG
Universal
$29.98

Phil Weston (Will Ferrell) tries to escape his
competitive father’s (Robert Duvall)
shadow by coaching a youth
soccer team against the
old man’s squad.

GAME

DV D

COMIC

The American Book Award
winner collects early short
works featuring familiar and
obscure characters — such
as Jimmy Corrigan and
Rocket Sam — in an
oversized collection.

The Acme
Novelty Library
By Chris Ware
Pantheon
$27.50

COMIC

Unplugged
Alicia Keys
J Records
$18.98

SAMPLE GRAB

DV D

CD

TITLE

BOOK

| A Quick Take on New Releases

BOOK

MEDIAMIX

‹

Kingdom of Heaven
Rated R
Fox
$29.98

Ultimate Spider-Man
Multi-platform
Rated Teen
Activision
$49.99

Balian (Orlando Bloom) follows his
noble father’s (Liam Neeson)
footsteps to the holy city of
Jerusalem, where he arrives just in
time for a war between the
Christian kingdom and
Saladin’s great army.

‹

This straight-off-the-page adaptation features
scripts from the comic book’s creative team and
visuals that look like a graphic novel come to
life.

ALICIA KEYS BY PETER KRAMER — GETTY IMAGES; WILL FERRELL BY UNIVERSAL; SPIDERMAN BY ACTIVISION

WHAT YOU’LL LOVE

“After five months in Iraq, I was
supposed to leave in just a few days.
Instead, a new journey, not of my
choosing, had begun.”
— Garen sets the stage for his
harrowing account

‹

“Fun new technology actually allows you
to burn up millions of people in enormous
balls of flame who bother you. . . . Be the
first on your block.”
— A parody ad extols the virtues
of atomic weapons

‹

“First I brag about how
tough I am, then, I fall apart
practically as soon as I start
basic training in the Navy.”
— Pekar worries about
being seen as a phony

“I was born a baby. . . .”
— Weston begins at the beginning

“Your holy palaces lie over the
Jewish temple that the Romans
pulled down. The Muslim
places of worship lie over
yours. Which is more holy?”
— Even Balian is confused by
Middle Eastern politics

Gamers will have chances to
play as both Spidey and his
evil doppelganger, Venom.

‹

Garen’s even-handed descriptions of his
relationships with his Shiite captors and his
interpreter, Amir, lend a richness to his story
that makes it far more absorbing than
standard media accounts.

Texas Monthly writer Olsson’s
bittersweet valentine to her
hometown ranges fluidly
between dive bars, tract
houses and the downand-dirty political scene.

WHAT YOU WON’T

GRADE

Carleton tends to employ (perhaps justifiably)
melodramatic turns of phrase when describing
the couple’s time apart.

B

— Reviewed by Sara Cardace

‹

When stripped down to
the core, Keys’s modern-day classics,
such as “A Woman’s Worth,” “Fallin’ ”
and “You Don’t Know My Name,” have
never sounded better.

Ware wrings uncomfortable amusement from
clinical attention to detail and humor drawn
from existential dread.

This Austin-centric novel may
hold limited appeal to outsiders, especially considering
our ennui-afflicted “hero” is
something of a wet blanket.

C+

— Adriana Leshko

Her vocal gymnastics shift the
focus away from what’s most
important: the songs. What’s first impressive is
later just distracting.

B+

— Shirley Halperin

The same emotional remove that makes
Ware’s long-form work seem lonely and
poignant renders it aloof and sometimes
mean-spirited here.

A-

— Evan Narcisse

The writer bravely peels away the
layers of his own tortured
coming-of-age, while Haspiel
makes his neurotic stories jump off
the page.

When the extended Mike
Ditka cameo isn’t overbearing,
it can be funny; Ferrell’s unchained
man-child provides the movie’s
few shining moments.

‹

Director Ridley Scott knows how to make a film
look good: The cinematography, costumes and
sets are gorgeous. And a full disc of extras has
all of the making-of and historical perspectives
one could want.
The battles almost always involve a
frantic chase through the city and are
some of the most thrilling
superhero game
sequences ever.

The insecurities that keep
Pekar from enjoying life
may leave readers with a
slightly sour taste.

A-

— E.N.

A watered-down
Ferrell, a wasted Duvall
and an uninspired script
make this movie hard for
anyone to love.

D

— Justin Rude

The incredible cast, including Brendan Gleeson,
Jeremy Irons, Edward Norton and David
Thewlis, is wasted on a timid script that avoids
a potentially controversial subject by taking no
risks at all.

C

— J.R.

The main story is woefully short: Ignoring the
side missions, you can reach the end in less
than 10 hours.
— Christopher Healy

B

